There were 3 broadcasts of Abraham Lincoln - The War Years.  The following is what I know about the 3 copies in my base set of episodes.

CALV 400213 174 Abraham Lincoln  The War Years.mp3
The bonus DuPont offer of a souvenir copy is spoken in this file.  The actual offer document is dated with this same date.  This points out some errors in the cert doc but confirms this is the correct file for this broadcast.  
Also I added Louis Rohen to the credits as announcer.  It was as spoken at 29:06

CALV 410212 213 Abraham Lincoln The War Years.mp3
The spoken ending from 28:24 to the end at 29:26 contains the identical spoken words  to 174 except for the middle section that has been removed.  
Further, it has the identical opening DuPont commercial message.
This seems obviously to be the file for episode 174 and I will remove it from my series.

CALV 420209 265 Abraham Lincoln in The War Years.mp3
The spoken ending of this file has been removed and replaced with a musical interlude which prevents broadcast date determination.  Also the opening commercial has been removed.  Listening to short passages, it seems to me that this file has been "taken" from the first presentation, 174.  For that reason plus the low quality, plus the inability to determine it's unique characteristics, I will also remove this file from the series.

David, the "unique" key to episode 174 seems to be the DuPont script offer at the end of the broadcast.  Using Grams reference, the only differences between 213 and 265 are the actors.  One notable is Mrs. Lincoln played by Agnes Moorehead in 213 and Jeanette Nolan in 265.  There are others.  I'm not able to discern the difference by listening to the actors, only if the credits are spoken.

